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Abstract
Supporting heterogeneous receivers in a multicast group is
ofporticular importance in large internehvorks as. e.g., the
Interner due ro the large diversiiy of end-sysrem and network access capabiliiies. Furthermore, if is the nature of
large-scale internehvorks which makes homogeneous Qualiiy of Service (QoS) support unrealistic at least for fhe middle-lern fufure. Therefore, we investigate in thispaper fhe
implications of differing multicasf models in heterogeneous
QoS nehvorkr. In particular, we approach the problem an
edge devices faces when mapping a heterogeneous QoS
multicasr from an overlaid QoS sysfem onro a system providing only a homogeneous QoS multicasf. The generic solution technique we propose for this problem is called
foresting. The idea of foresting is to suppori a heterogeneaus multicait by a forest of homogeneous mulficasr irees.
We develop diflerent foresiing algorithms and compare
them by extensive simulations.

1 Introduction
Taking into account multicast for network QoS systems
is considered very important because many distributed applications that require QoS from tbe underlying network
also require group communication mechanisms. In particular, many multimedia applications like, e.g., large-scale video-conferencing,
computer-supported
collaborativc
working (CSCW), or distributed multi-player games have
fairly stringent QoS requirements on the onc hand and need
efficient network support for multicast transmissions, on
the other hand.

1.1 Heterogeneous QoS Multicast

..

.

The suooort of heteroeeneous OoS reauests within a single multicast group can, combined with heterogeneous
transmission facilities, be very useful to give various receivers (e.g., in multimedia application scenarios) exactly the
presentation quality they desire and which they and thc network resourccs towards the sender are able to handle. Such
transmissions demand that the data to be forwarded can be
somehow distinguished so that, e.g.,the base inforrnation of

a hierarchically coded video is forwarded to all reeeivers
while enhancement layers are only forwarded selectively.

1.2 Heterogeneous QoS Networks
Heterogencity with regard to nctwork QoS seems inevitable in large-seale intemetworks as, e.g., the lntemet As a
consequenee edge devices between different network QoS
systems are required to mediate between the differen featurcs and capabilities of these. In this Paper, we investigate
a teehnique that can be applied at edge devices if different
multieast models are used in network QoS systems.

1.3 The Foresting Technique
If a QoS system that supports a homogeneous QoS multieast model is overlaid onto a QoS system that supports a
heterogeneous QoS multicast model, there is obviously no
problem. However, if a heterogeneous QoS multicast must
be overlaid on a system that solely supports a homogeneous
QoS multicast model, then there is an obvious mismatch
that must be mediated by edge devices between the QoS
systems. The technique that is proposed to deal with this
problem is called foresiing. The idea of foresting is to build
a heterogeneous multicast trce from a collection of homogencous multicast trees. In conhast to an actual heterogeneous
QoS multicast forcsting involvcs data duplication for links
that are shared betwecn multicast trecs within the QoS system supporting a homogencous QoS multicast model. In order to ease the discussions on the foresting techniques, we
furiher on call homogeneous multicast trees homMCT Furthemore, we distinguish thc scnding and the receiving edgc
devices for a multicast transmission as subnet-senders and receivers or, simply as sender and receiver.
1.3.1 Applicstion of Foresting
There arc several scenarios where foresting as a generic
technique is applicable.
RSVPnntServ over ATM This is probably the most prominent instance of a hetcrogeneous QoS system where foresting is applicable. The problcm is to find a collection of
point-to-multipoint VCs from which the heterogeneous
RSVP multicast trce (thc part which is in the ATM network)
is being constmcted.

RSVPlIntServ over DiffServ Sinee the philosophy of
DifIServ is to kecp core routers simple it eonfliets with heterogeneous transmission as these require very eomplex filtering funetionality in routers. Thcrcfore, it is likely to
expeet a Dimer\-based system not to support a heterogeneous QoS multieast model. However, this nieans that a hcterogeneous QoS system where an RSVPiLntServ- is
overlaid on a DifTServ-based system requires the applieanon of foresting.
Hierarchical RSVPIIntServ A backbone provider may
choose to disallow hebrogeneous reservations despite using RSVPilntServ as its QoS architeeture due to missing filtering functionality in its high-speed routers. RSVPI
IntServ-based aecess providers eonnected to the backbone
provider may leave the heterogeneous QoS features tumed
on in their networks since their routers might be operating
at a throughput that still allows for filtering to take place.
Again, at the edge devices between the aecess and baekbone
providers, foresting techniques can bridge this gap.

1.4 Outline
In the next section, we present existing approaches to
foresting for one particular instance ofihc general problcm:
RSVPiintServ over ATM. In Section 3, the foresting problem is given a more detailed investigation, particularly with
regard to its inherent complexiiy. Different foresting strategies are then presented and motivated by some numerical
examples in Section 4. However. in order to obtain a better
understanding of the perfotmance of foresting heuristics,
we also perform large-scale simulations in Section 5 , before
we then discuss some related work in Section 6 and draw
some conclusions in Scction 7.

2 Existing Approaches for RSVP over ATM
One instance of the heterogeneous over homogeneous
multicast problem is for RSVP/lntServ over ATM and as
such it has been taken up by the tSSLL (Integrated Services
over Specific Link Layers) working group within the IETF.
In particular, the following basic models to support heterogeneous RSVP/intServ reservations over an ATM subnetwo& have been proposed in [I]:
Full Heterogeneous Model In the full heterogeneous model, point-to-multipoint VCs are prorided for all requested
QoS levels plus an additional point-to-multipoint VC for
best cffort rcceivers. This leads to a complete presewation
of the heterogeneity semantics of RSVP but can become
very expensive in tems of resourcc usage since a lot of data
duplication takes place.
Homogeneous Model In the homogeneous modcl solcly
one point-to-multipoint QoS VC is provided for all reccivers including the best-effort receivers. The QoS VC is dimensioned with the maximum QoS being requested. This
model is very simple to implement and saves VC space in

eomparison to the full heterogeneous model but may waste
a lot of bandwidth if the resouree requests are very different.
Another, quite different architeeture for mapping RSVPI
IntServ onto ATM is proposed in (21:
Quantized Heterogeneous Mode1 This model supports a
limited number of QoS levels. including the best-effort
elass, for eaeh RSVP multicast session. Each QoS level
maps into onc point-to-multipoint VC. While this proposal
is an improvement over the very rigid models proposed by
ISSLL, it says nothing about how to allacate the supported
QoS levels for an RSVP multicast session. That means ihe
concrete foresting strategy is left Open to an cdgc device.

3 The Foresting P r o b l e m
In this section, we Want to look at the inherent complexiiy of foresting by first taking a statie view on the problem
and then briefly diseussing the implications for the dynamic
problem as it has to be faeed.

3.1 stanc View
In the static case, it is assumed that all subnet-receivers
and their requests are known beforehand. Assume we have
Ndifferenl resouree request messages arriving at an ingress
edge device. Suppose the receivers can be ordered by the
sizc of their QoS requests (if that is reasonably possible,
e.g., by regarding only their bandwidth requirements) and
, r , is the highest and r~ the
denote them froin r , to r ~i.e.,
lowest request. That means if we define q(ri) as QoS requested by receiver r , then it applies that V i j witli i < j :q(r,)
> q(r/). Call R the set of all subnet-receivers, R = Ir,....,rN}
and let
XS,q) =cost for a homMCT with QoS q from the
subnet-sender to all r E S;
c(S) = XS, q(rmi.)) for S c R, with nrin being
the minimum index of all ri E S.
That means c(S) represenu the cost to sei up a homMCT
for a given set of subnet-receivers with differing QoS requirements, where the homMCT is dimensioned for ihe
maximum QoS request (which is represented by the element
with the minimum index in the set of subnet-receivers).
Callp= (RI,.... Rn) a partition ofR, i f R l u ...UR, = R and
V i j: Ri n R, = 0.Thus, the foresting problem is:
Findp of R such that Z C ~ Ris, minimized.
)
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Such a partition is called a cost-optimal partition, poP'.
Note that p = (R) is the homogeneous model whereas
p=((ri),..,, (rh.)) is the full heterogeneous model from
Section 2. To asscss how difficult the foresting problem is,
consider the size of the partition space, SAN):

This reeursive fomula ean be explained by the obsewation that all partitions can be viewed as having rl and a kelementary subset of the remaining (N-I) reeeivers as one
homMCT and for the remaining homMCTs of the (N-k-I)
receivers, we have ]SAN-k-l)l alternatives (per definition).
Some example values of (Sp(N)I are given in Table I.

Table 1: Growth of the partition spaee.
Ii is obvious that for a high number of different reservaiion requests, the partition spaee beeornes too large to be
searched exhaustively while for smaller numbers, this
should still be possible. Keep in mind that N is the number
of different reservation requests which should be bounded
by the number of sealing levels the data transmission system is able to support.

3.2 Dynamic View
In the dynarnic ease, which is ihe aetual problem, we
need to investigate foresting strategies when the set of different receivers is changing in lime, i.e., instead of R, we
now havc R' with discrete time steps i = O,I,2,...Thus, we
can view the search for the cost-optimal partitions of R' as a
series of static case foresting problems which. however,
have a ccrtain relationship.

4 Heuristics for Foresting
As we have illustrated in the preceding seetion, the
forcsting problem represents a diff~eultproblem, therefore
we directly chose to look for heuristic techniques to approach it, since computationally intensive algorithms are
prohibitive as foresting decisions lie on the control path of
network QoS Systems.
Here, we distinguish between static and dynamic algoriihms. Static algorithms only look at the problem at a certain point in time and compute a certain partition
independcnt of the currcnt partition. Hence, ihey need to be
repeatcd whenever the sct of receivers changes in some
way. Dynamic algorithms consider the current partition and
try to evolve it in a way such that "good" partitions result.

k - j = l ; V - R ;
W I L E ( V NOT empty) W / / f o r a l l receivere
R I k l = r l j l ; / / S t a r t new homMCT
V = V
rljl;
L' r I N F I N I T Y ;
WHILE ( V NOT empty) ANU (L < L ' ) D 0
j++;
H
unioniRlk1. = [ , I ) ;
L
l i n k bandwidth consumption of H ;
L'
l i n k bandwidth consumption of RLkl I
l i n k bandwidth consumption of ( r [ i l ) ;
I F ( L <- L ' )
R[kl
H; I / adding successful

-

--

--

V
V - Imin V ) ;
ELSE
j - - ; / / a t a r t new

partition

k++;
Figure I : Greedy algorithrn.
The heuristic that is esseniially applied by that greedy algorithm is to group togetber adjacent requests, where adjaeency is defined with respect to topology and resource
reauirements (note that it is assumed that the receivers are
ordered as deseribed in Section 3). This is due ro the observation that it makes little sense to have very different (with
respect to their reservations) receivers in the same hornMCT if they are far apart from each other because that
would waste a lot of bandwidth for the part ofthe homMCT
that is unique to a receiver with low resource requiremcnts.
Obviously, the complexity of the greedy algorithm is O(N)
since for evcry receiver there is one decision in which subpartition to place it. This is, of Course, a very low complexity compared to the state complexity of the ptoblem as it has
been presented in Section 3.
4.1.2 Numerical Example
To show what results can be achieved with this simple algorithm, considcr the example network in Figure 2 which
represents a model of the topology of the NSFNet (National
Science Foundation Network) backbone as of 1995 [3]. Let
us supposc that the following reservations have bccn issued
by the subnrt-receivers: r [ i l = I O Mbls, r 121-8 Mbls,
r [,I =4.5 Mbls, r [41=3 Mbls and r 151=2 Mbls. Applying
thc algorithm to the example network gives the partition:
GA={{r[il,r[21 ) , ( r [ 3 ] , r l 4 l ] , r [ 5 1 } , withL(GA)=118

4.1 Static Heuristics
4.1.1 Simple Static Heuristic
A greedy algorithm that operates on the sub-space of ordered partitions is given in Figure I. With link bandwidth
consumption o f a Set of reccivers, we mean the sum of bandwidth consumptions per link for the homMCT which would
bc built fmm the ingress edge devicc to the subnet-reccivers
while tbe rest of the noiation is analogous ro the dcfinitions
in Section 3 (with V and H as auxiliary Sets of subnet-receivers and brackets instead of subscripts).

Figure 2: NSF backbone as example network

as the sum of link bandwidth consumption of the three homMCTs (using classical minimum spanning trees for the
eomputation of the homMCTs as an example routing slrategy). Comparc this to the full heterogeneous model from.
F H = ( r [ i l ,...,r [ s l ), with L(FH)=129, or 10 the homogeneousmodel, H = ( ( r [ I ] ,...J [ S I ) ) , withL(H)=170. SO,
GA saves about 30% link bandwidlh inside the underlying
QoS system relative to H. Actually (as a total enumeration
shows), GA is the optimal partition (wilh respeet 10 link
bandwidth consumption).
The greedy algorithm, of eourse, does not guarantee an
optimal solution. Consider, for example, that r L31 =5 Mbls
and everything else unchanged. Then the algorilhm gives
GA=((r [ i l , r 121.r [31 ) , r [41 , r 151 ) with L(GA)=130
but the optimal partition O=((r [ l l , r C21 ), ( r [31 ,I[41 ),
r [51 ) has L(O)=122 (note that L(FH)=132 and L(H)=173
for this configurarion).
4.1.3 lmproved Ststic Heuristic
While for the examples above, only ordered parlitions
were optimal. it should be noted that this is not neeessaiily
the case as the simple example in Figure 3 shows. Suppose
that r 11 I =9 Mbls. r [21=5.5 Mblsand r (31 =3 Mbls. Then
the greedy algorithm gives GA=((r [ i l ),(r [2] ),(r [31))
with L(GA)=64.5 whereas the optimal partition is
O = ( ( r [ i l , r i31 ) , ( r i21 1) with L(O)=61.5 (L(FH=GA) =
64.5. L(H)=63). This palhology of the simple static heuristie
is due to not taking into aceount the relative topologieal position of the subnet-receivers.

e
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Figure 3: Example of an unordered optimal partition.
An improvement of the simple heuristic is based on sorting the subnet-receivers not only according to their resouree
requirements but also with respect to the distanee between
them. The algorithm in Figure 4 generates such an ordering
of requests. In this algorithm, r Li1 . B denotes theeapaeity
corted

=

FALSE:

W I L E NOT corted
sorted = TRUE;
FOR i = 1 T 0 N-2

I€ l H ~ r l i l , r l i + l l ~ ~ .~B r -I ir ll i + l l . B I >
H i r i i l . r i i + 2 l ) * ( r i i l . B - r l i r 2 I .B)
exchange r [ i + l l and r l i r z l ;
aorted = FALSE;
Figure 4: Distance-oriented sorting algorithm.

requested by subnet-receiver r [ i l and H ( r [ i l ,r I j l )
denotes the number of links that are shared between the
shortest path from subnet-sender 10 receiver r Li1 and

r [ j ] . Ii is assumed again that the receivers are initially

sorled by their resouree requests. Aller tlie sorting of receivers is done in this fashion, the simple greedy algorithm is
applied again to do the partitioning of reeeivers into homMCTs. Applying this improved algorithm 10 the example
given
above
now
results
in
the
partition
D G A = ( ( r [ i l , r [ 2 1 ) , r [31 ) . DGA isequalto0,andthus
also aehieves L(DGA)=61.5. For the example given in FigUre 2. the distance-oriented greedy algorithm results in the
Same partition as the simple version, which means that the
distanee-oriented algorithm cannot guarantee optimality,
either. The complexity of the distance-oriented greedy algorithm is 0(N2) sincc ihe computation of the shortest paths
(e.g., using Dijkstra's algorithm) and the sorting algorilhm
are 0(N2) operations whereas the partitioning is O(N.

4.2 Dynamic Heuristic
A disadvantage of applying the static heuristies independcntly 10 the series of static ease problems is that relationships between suecessive partitions are not taken into
account. This might lead to a large number of membership
changes for receivers. To remcdy rhis problem the dynamic
heuristie given in Figure 5 follows the rationale to search for
a partition in the "neighborhood" of the existing paniiion.
(leti a naw a receiver;
k
nrl;
M
(rnew):
Lmin = l i n k bandwidth consumption of M:
Fon i = 1 T 0 n D0 //Eor a l l e x i s t i n g homMCTs
H = wiioniRLi1, rnewl ;

--

Linc

-

l i n k bandwidth consumption OE H

-

l i n k bandwidth consumption OE R l i l :
I€ (Linc C= Lmin) / / cheaper join faund
k = i;
M = H;

-

Lmin Linc;
RIkl = M ;
Figure 5: Centralized dynamic heuristie algorirhm.
The dynamic algorithm wies to incrementally add a new receiver to one of the existing homMCTs or to Set up a new
homMCT if this is "eheaper" with respect to link bandwidth
eonsumption. The results of the dynamic heuristic are dependent on the order in whieh reeeivers make their reservations. Consider the example network in Figure 2 again.
Suppose the receivers issue their requests (as in
Seetion 4.1.2 with r[3]=5 Mbls) in descending order of capaeiiy demands. The resulting patition is the one that is
also generated by the static greedy algorithm However, if
the reeeivers are assumed to issue their reservations in order
of ascending capaeiiy, the resulting partition is becomes
D=(r I 1 1 , { r i21 ,r[31 .r 141 ) , r [ S I ) withL(D)=124.
While this is not the optimal partition (L(O)=122), it is better than the partition ealculaled by the static greedy heuristic
(L(GA)=130).
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Figure 6: Bandwidth savings relative to homogeneous model.
all multicast groups, so that the dynamic reservation scenar5 Simulations
ios range fmm 1 to 15 receivers per group. However, due to
While in the preceding sections several foresting algothe
high computafion times for searching the whole partirithms have been presented and some illustrative examples
tion
space, the optimal foresting algorithm has to be resiricthave been used to give an intuition of how these might pered
to
only calculate partitions for up to 7 receivers. Per tick
form, we now present more thorough results from extensive
of
thc
simulation clock, every receiver has the chance of
simulations of the foresting problem.
scnding a request for adding, dropping, or changing a reser5.1 Simulations Setup
vation to all of the multicast groups.
. The probabilities for
All of the simulation experiments are based on topolodoing so were set to 0.2, 0.15, and 0.4 respectively. The
gies produced by Waxman [4] and TIERS [5] topology genamount of rcquesied capacity in existing or modificd recrators. For both methods three topologies have been
quests is selected in stcps of 0.5 Mbis up to a maximum of
generatcd. For the hierarchical network models produced by
10 Mbis from a uniform random distribution.
the TIERS gcnerator, the topologies vary in the numbcr of
Figure 6 shows thc sampled results for the different stratnodcs in the core and access levels as wcll as in the degrec
egies with respect to link bandwidth consumption for both
of cdge redundancy that is introduced within and between
kinds of topologies. The x-aais reprcsents the number of rethe levcls. For the flat networks produced by the Waxman
ceivers with bandwidth rcservations while lhe y-axis indigenerator. thc topologies vary in the number of nodes and
catcs how much link bandwidth could be saved by the
the density of edges to nearby as well as distant nodes. All
different approachcs relative to the homogeneous model. As
simulations are repeated until thc length of the 95% confican be secn, thc different topologies lead to very different
dence interval falls below 0.1% of the sampled value.
results. While in the flat topologies, the optimal foresting
In order to compare different strategies, the homogeneous
strategy can save up to 33% over the homogeneous model,
model described in Section 2 is otten used as refercnce valit only saves up to 18% in the hierarchical topolagies. On
ue for the outcome of foresting strategies.
top of that, it can be observed that the full heterogeneous
model performs well in flat topologies whereas in thc hier5.2 Simulative Experiments
archical topologies, it performs even worse than the homoExperiment 1: Possible Savings in Different Topologies
geneous model. Intercstingly. the ideal scenario with a
In this first experiment, it shall be analyzed which savheterogeneous multicast model offcred by the underlying
ings are principally possible by using intelligent foresting
QoS systcms is not so sensitive to thc topologics.
strategies instead of the very simple schemes proposed in
Section 2. We compare the optimal foresting strategy, i.e.,
one that always computes the currently optimal partition
whencver a change occurs, with the homogcneous and heterogeneous model. Furthermore, we evaluate the resource
consumption of these with the "ideal" situation where the
underlying QoS System would offer a hcterogeneous multiCast model. In every simulation, 8 nodes are chosen randomly, each one of lhem acting as sender in one multicast
group and as a potential receiver in the 7 others. Additionally 8 nodes are chosen cxclusively as potential receivers in

Experiment 2: Performance of the Heuristics
Now, let us take a closer look at the performance of ihe
heuristics that have been introduced in the preceding section. So, onc issuc is how much of the savings thcse heurislics actually achieve and anothcr issue is how they compare
to each other. The same settings as in the previous experiment are used. Figure 7 shows the simulation results for all
of the hcuristics (again relative to the homogcneous model).
Besides thc two static heuristics based on the grcedy algorithm of Section 4.1 which, however, diffcr in their sorting
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Figure 7: Results of the heuristics.

of receivers, we also use a static heuristic based on the
greedy algorithm that does not sort the receivers at all. This
is done in order to find out how the sorting affects the quality of the static heuristics. In both W e s of topologies, the
heunstics perfom pretty weil as they only remain 2 - 9 4 below the savings o f the optimal foresting s*ateg~. With an
increasing number of receivers. these savings decrease
slightly. The static heuristic without any sorting of the reccivers perfoms just a l i n k bit bener than the full heterogeneous model in flat topologies, and shows h e Same rapid
decrease for hierarchical topologies. Therefore, the sorting
of receivers, eilher with respect to the requested capacity or
with respcct to distance and capacity, is a good choice. The
higher effon for the distance-sorting does not seem to PaY
off. The dynamic heuristic perfoms considerably betler in
flat topologies where it even outperforms the static heuristics. However, in hierarchical topologies. they perfom
worse than the static heuristics with sorting.

7 Conclusions

6 Related W0rk

[I]

T o our knowledge, there is actually no work that treats
the foresting problem in the generic sense we have done in
this paper. The only other work we are aware of that is directly comparable to ours is [6] which looks at the special
instance of foresting for RSVPiIntServ over ATM. The authors of [6] developed an almost identical version of the
greedy static heuristic from Section 4.1. Yet, [6] provides
no rationale for choosing the static greedy algorithm by
comprehensive simulations or analysis of the design space
for forestine heuristics as we have done in this .
oaoer.
. As described in Section 2, the work in [2] surrounding the quantized heterogeneous model is related to o u n but in a
complementary way. [2] gives the protocol support that is
required for a foresting strategy 10 be implemented in an
RSVPiATM edge device based on their special solution for
RSVPilntServ over ATM.

In this paper, we have dealt with a specific control path
in heterogeneous Q ~ S
the
of
heterogeneous Q ~ multicast
S
over QOS system that only
homogeneous Q ~ multicast
S
m o ~ e l .we have
called the generic technique to deal with this situation
foresting, We have analyzed the foresting
arid
showed that it is very complex
in general. H
~
heunslic techniques to deal with the prob.
we have
I„.
numerical examples, w e have motivated these
heuristics, arid showed that they have a considerable potential to save resources when compared to standard approach.
T, reinforce arid ,,=rify these
we have
have
conducted large.scale simulations. These
up to 30% bandwidth savings can be achieved
shown
by clever, yet, still simple foresting heuristics
compared lo ctandard models ofdealing with the problern.
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